The analysis of beamstrahlung radiation, emitted from a beam of charged particles due to the electromagnetic interaction with a second beam of charged particles, provides a diagnostic tool that can be used to monitor beam-beam collisions in a e + e − storage ring. In this paper we show that the beamstrahlung time profile is related to the timing of the collisions and the length of the beams, and how its measurement can be used to monitor and optimize collisions at the interaction point of the SuperKEKB collider. To measure the time dependence of beamstrahlung, we describe a method based on nonlinear frequency mixing in a nonlinear crystal of beamstrahlung radiation with photons from a pulsed laser. We demonstrate that the method allows to measure and optimize the relative timing and length of the colliding bunches with 1% accuracy.
Introduction
Nowadays, the particle physics organizations are following two different but complementary approaches. The energy frontier approach consists in designing a beam goes past a bending magnet, synchrotron radiation is emitted and can be used to monitor the size of the beam. At SuperKEKB there are two categories of such monitor systems: visible light monitors and X-ray monitors [7] .
There are two kinds of visible light monitors: interferometers, used to measure the horizontal size of the beams (σ x ) [7] ; streak cameras, used to measure the length of the beams (σ z ) [7] . X-ray monitors will be used to measure the vertical size of the beams (σ y ) [9] . The technique used is called "coded aperture" and was initially developed by astronomers, with the purpose of measuring the size of stars [10] . The beam monitor systems described above can measure the properties of the beams far from the interaction point (IP), and therefore the properties at the IP must be extrapolated through calculations.
The large angle beamstrahlung monitor (LABM) can measure the size of the beams at the IP [11] , and has been successfully tested during SuperKEKB Phase I. Beamstrahlung is the radiation emitted by one beam of charged particles interacting with another beam of charged particles [12] . A first prototype of LABM was designed to monitor the collisions at CESR, an e + e − storage ring located at Cornell University [13] . The LABM measures the polarization and spectrum of the radiation emitted at the IP during a collision. These properties are related to the size of the beams, therefore allowing to measure them [11] .
The LABM collects the radiation using four vacuum mirrors located inside the beam pipes. The light is then extracted through vacuum windows and travels inside a series of pipes which constitute the four LABM's optical channels. Once extracted, the properties of the light are measured inside two optical boxes located outside the interaction region.
In this paper, we want to show that, besides polarization and spectrum, there are other important properties of the beamstrahlung light that are related to beam parameters. Specifically, we want to study the time profile of the beamstrahlung pulse that is emitted during a collision. At SuperKEKB, due to the large crossing angle, the collision timing becomes of crucial importance: if the beams do not simultaneously arrive at the IP, luminosity is lost. We will demonstrate that the time profile of the beamstrahlung pulse can be exploited to extract fundamental information about the collision timing. If the beams do not simultaneously arrive at the IP, this measurement allows adjusting the relative timing of the beams. Indeed, with respect to KEKB, the timing precision needs to improve by two orders of magnitude for a bench test comparison of 1% luminosity loss due to timing [14] . Beside collision timing, the method can be used to measure the longitudinal distribution (i.e, the length) of the beams, directly at the IP.
A method to measure the longitudinal distribution of charged beams was proposed and tested at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory [15] . When a beam goes past a bending magnet, the time profile of the synchrotron radiation emitted is measured, and this is directly related to the longitudinal distribution of the radiating beam [15] . The method is based on frequency mixing the radiation with photons from a femtosecond laser. Provided that certain conditions are satisfied, when photons from the two sources simultaneously enter a nonlinear crystal, there is a finite probability that radiation photons are upconverted to higher-energy photons within the pulse duration of the femtosecond laser [16] . Therefore, using an ultrafast pulsed laser with pulsewidth much smaller than that of the radiation, the latter one can be sampled by the former, thereby allowing to reconstruct the time dependence of the radiation pulse.
We propose an analog experimental method to measure the time profile of the beamstrahlung light emitted at the IP, by adding a new optical box exploiting the existing LABM optical channels. The novelty is that our method allows to estimate collision timing to 1% of the length of the beams, by exploiting its relation to the asymmetry of the beamstrahlung pulse, which will be proved in the paper. Because of the importance of precisely estimating collision timing at the IP, the strategy we propose improves beam monitoring methods currently available at SuperKEKB. As a bonus, our method can measure the length of the beams directly at the IP, as we will show that the length of the radiating beam can be mapped into the beamstrahlung pulsewidth. As we will see in the next sections, the method allows to measure the length of the radiating beam with 1% precision, which is much better than the 5% precision allowed by streak cameras, which have a typical temporal resolution that is no better than 1 ps [17] . We remark here the importance of measurements taken at the IP: if a property of the beams is measured far from the interaction point, it has to be transported to the IP through calculation, and this introduces errors which may be significant.
An important feature of our measurement is that it is completely shape-like. This is potentially crucial, since a shape-like measurement does not depend on absolute efficiencies, but only on the shape of the signal. In an environment such an accelerator, where data are prone to extreme noise, shape-like measurements of high precision are an advantage. We are also aware that, for a new accelerator like SuperKEKB, multiple measurements are necessary as a feedback and also to understand the dynamics of the beams.
In the first part of the paper, we present the parameters of the beams at SuperKEKB and an original Monte Carlo simulation of the collision. The original calculation is needed because in the LABM the whole "magnet" is observed,
while the large angle of observation (compared to 1/γ) is not suitable for standard approximations used in synchrotron radiation calculations. From the simulation, we obtain the time dependence of the radiation electric field at the LABM vacuum mirrors and relate it to geometric properties of the beams. In the final part of the paper, we thoroughly introduce the experimental method defining the important quantities, showing the properties of the nonlinear crystals, and calculating the related efficiencies. Finally, we give a description of the components that would be part of an hypothetical Ultrafast LABM optical box.
Calculation of beamstrahlung fields
In an effort to achieve a very high luminosity, SuperKEKB aims to work with nano-beams. Indeed, the luminosity of a collider is inversely proportional to the transverse size of the beams [3] . The parameters for SuperKEKB HER (High Energy Ring) or electron beam and LER (Low Energy Ring) or positron beam are shown in Table 1 [6] .
LER(e + ) 4.0 9.04 × 10 Table 1 : Beams parameters at SuperKEKB [6] . E is the energy of the beam, N is the number of particles per bunch. σx, σy, σz are the sizes of beam, as described in Figure 1 .
As shown in Figure 1 , at the IP the collision takes place at a crossing angle We proceed now to calculate the time dependence of the beamstrahlung emitted by one bunch of electrons colliding with a bunch of positrons. The beams travel in the x-z plane (see Figure 1) . The beams are Gaussian, with sizes σ x , σ y , σ z , and travel at a crossing angle θ c respect to each other. The collision takes place in the origin of the (x, y, z, t) reference frame, which we will call the LAB frame. We will consider the beamstrahlung emitted by one electron interacting with one beam of positrons ( Figure 1 ). The positron beam moves with velocity v L , while the electron moves with velocity v H . The starting point is the electric field produced by the positron beam in its rest frame. The electrostatic potential U in the rest frame (x , y , z , t ) of a charged Gaussian beam has been calculated as [18] , and can be used to easily obtain the electric field components generated by the beam:
where a , b , and d are √ 2 times the standard deviations of the beam (σ x , σ y , σ z ) and all the primed quantities are calculated in the rest frame of the beam. Now we can move to the LAB frame using the appropriate Lorentz transformations of coordinates and fields [19] :
Considering that B = 0, the transformation greatly simplify, and the components of the electric and magnetic fields obtained are listed below.
In the above formulas the gamma factor is given by
. We are now ready to calculate the Lorentz force acting on the electron. The electron travels towards the origin with velocity
The Lorentz force acting on the electron is
and therefore, in our case we obtain:
At SuperKEKB, the beamstrahlung is collected by four LABM vacuum mirrors, located a few meters from the IP, in the forward propagating direction of the beam. There are two mirrors per side, one on the top (called Up) and the other on the bottom (called Down) of the beam pipe. Therefore, it is convenient to rotate the reference system from (x, y, z) to the (x,ȳ,z) coordinates (see Figure 1 ). The rotation is done in such a way to set the z direction as the direction of flight of the electron beam, the y direction is unchanged, and the x direction is consequently given by the right hand rule. The mirror coordinates can be expressed as:
where D is the distance of the mirrors from the IP, θ is the elevation angle from the beam pipe axis, and the ± sign refers to the Up and Down mirrors respectively. These quantities are given in Table 2 , and the elevation angle in Eq. 16 can be calculated as θ = (θ min + θ max )/2. In order to move from the (x, y, z) to the (x,ȳ,z) reference system, we use the following transformations:
from which we obtain:
In relativistic mechanics, the force is related to the acceleration through the following relation [20] :
where a and a ⊥ are the components of the acceleration that are parallel and perpendicular to the velocity of the electron respectively. Incidentally, we notice that the component parallel to the velocity of the electron will be strongly suppressed. Equation 23 can be inverted to obtain the acceleration as a function of the force:
where m is the mass of electron. For the case at hand, the acceleration can be expressed in components as (27) and therefore, we notice that thez component of the acceleration will be strongly suppressed because of the extra γ consequence is that thez component of the radiation electric field at the mirror will be strongly suppressed as well. Knowing the acceleration of the electron, it is possible to calculate the radiation field at the position of the observer [19] :
where, having defined w as the position of the electron and r as the position of the observer, R = r − w, n = R/R, β = v H /c andβ = a H /c. All the quantities in the squared brackets must be calculated at the retarded time t − R/c.
Having obtained the radiation electric field as a function of the time, the electric field as a function of the frequency is obtained by means of a Fourier
Finally, the power received by the observer is given by:
where A is the small area of the mirror that receives the beamstrahlung.
In our case, the mirrors have a surface of 2.0 × 2.8 mm 2 , and are inclined by
45
• with respect to the axis of the beam pipe. That makes the effective area seen from the IP equivalent to that of a 2.0 × 2.0 mm 2 mirror. The equations obtained in this section are used in the beamstrahlung simulation discussed in the next section.
Simulation and results
We In this section, the (x,ȳ,z) coordinate system defined in section 2 will be referred to as (x, y, z) to simplify the notation. In this reference system, the z component of the electric field is strongly suppressed (see Section 2) and therefore will be neglected in the following. Therefore, here and throughout this work, we will only show the results for the x and y polarizations of the radiation electric field calculated at the position of the LABM mirrors. Of course, the same simulation can be used to simulate the case when the positron beam is the radiating beam and the electron beam is the target beam. In the following, we will present the result for just one of the four LABM mirrors, namely Nikko Down, which receives Beamstrahlung emitted by the positron beam.
Energy spectrum
Fourier transforming the beamstrahlung electric field from time to frequency domain, our Monte Carlo simulation allowed us to calculate the energy spectrum of the x and y polarization at the mirrors. The energy spectra for x polarization and y polarization at the mirror are given in Figure 2 .
The two polarizations show a different behavior at small frequencies. The spectrum for low frequencies, between 1 and 1000 THz, is shown in Figure 2 (c,d). The spectrum for x polarization increases at low frequencies, reaches a peak, and then decreases. For the y polarization, instead, we notice that the energy spectrum is flat at low frequencies and then decreases. Of course, in practice the beamstrahlung can be measured only for a limited subset of frequencies. In this paper, we will focus on the visible spectrum (430-770 THz), since it is the part of spectrum which is of concern for our purposes. A quadratic fit of the data obtained by the simulation was used to gain a higher detail for the spectrum at small frequencies. The latter is shown in Figure 2 . The temporal distribution of the visible photons within the pulse does not exactly follow the overall distribution. Indeed, the beamstrahlung pulsewidth for visible photons is somewhat larger than that for the total pulse. The reason is that hard photons are emitted mainly in the central part of the collision, while visible photons are emitted also in the tails and/or when beams are further apart. In the following, we will show the results obtained for photons corresponding to 600 THz.
Pulse skewness and beam timing
The fundamental result of our simulation is that the symmetry of the beamstrahlung pulse depends on the timing of the colliding beams. In order to show this, we define ∆z as the distance between the centers of the two beams at the instant when the center of the target beam corresponds to the IP. The calculated skewness for the beamstrahlung pulse is shown in Figure 3 as a function of ∆z. We see that if the radiating beam is delaying, the beamstrahlung pulse will have a positive skewness (Figure 3-a) . If the radiating beam is in time, the beamstrahlung pulse will have zero skewness (Figure 3-b) . Finally, if the radiating beam is in advance, the beamstrahlung pulse will have a negative skewness (Figure 3-c) . Therefore, measuring the skewness of the beamstrahlung pulse, it is possible to establish if the emitting beam is advanced or delayed respect to the target beam, providing a measure of the relative timing of the two beams. We notice that the skewness dependence for the x polarization is approximately linear (Figure 3-d) . We have positive skewness for negative ∆z, corresponding to the radiating beam arriving at the interaction point after the target beam. Conversely, we have negative skewness for positive ∆z, corresponding to the radiating beam arriving at the interaction point before the target beam.
For the y polarization we have essentially zero skewness, the fluctuations due to the statistical nature of the simulation. Therefore, only the x polarization component of the pulse can be used to monitor the timing of the beams.
We notice that the skewness is small for beams close to perfect timing, possi-bly making difficult a measure in case of very small ∆z. However, we propose a strategy that makes a precise adjustment of the relative timing possible though the observation of the beamstrahlung skewness. Purposely changing the timing of the beams, we can move to large positive ∆z 1 and then to large negative ∆z 2 corresponding to the same skewness in absolute value. Finally, we can average ∆z 1 and ∆z 2 , thereby obtaining the point of zero skewness, corresponding to beams perfectly in time.
Pulse duration and beam length
The other important measure is the beamstrahlung pulse duration. We show, in Figure 4 , the power of the beamstrahlung pulse as a function of the time.
The beamstrahlung pulse is received by the mirror about 15 ns after the beams collision, lasting for a time interval about 10 ps long (rms). We notice that the duration of the pulse depends on the polarization, with the x−polarization being slightly wider. The result shown in Figure 4 was obtained with beams in nominal conditions. Interestingly, the beamstrahlung pulse duration is strictly related to the length of the beam, σ z . Of course, the length of the pulse depends also on the length of the target beam. We consider three cases here: nominal conditions of the target beam, target beam 10% shorter, and 10% longer. For each case we varied the length of the radiating beam, thereby obtaining the corresponding temporal duration (RMS) of the beamstrahlung pulse, reported in Figure 5 . The result refers to photons corresponding to 600 THz. Polynomial fitting in red.
We notice that the dependence is approximately linear for a beam of length shorter or equal to the nominal value, while it tends to a plateau for a longer beam. This behavior for long beams is explained because, the target beam being much shorter, the interaction only takes place within the central part of the radiating beam. Therefore, the simulation demonstrates that by measuring the time dependence of the beamstrahlung pulse it is possible to establish the length of the radiating beam at the IP.
From what we have seen, the x polarization is the richer one, since its study allows to measure both the timing of the collisions and the length of the beams.
As an average situation, based on the results in Table 3 we will consider 10 visible photons per collision arriving at the mirror with x polarization. In the next section, we will describe the method to measure such photons and reconstruct the beamstrahlung time dependence.
Method of measurement
Dealing with very short light pulses is a challenging task, because electronics is not able to measure pulses shorter than about 100 ps [22] , while streak cameras have a typical temporal resolution that is ∼1 ps at best [17] . To overcome these limits, physicists have developed techniques which, using femtosecond lasers in combination with nonlinear optics, allow to manipulate and measure light pulses with a temporal resolution down to a few femtoseconds [16] . There are [24] , may be similarly used to the same aim. Here we will focus on, and discuss in detail, a method that exploits the idea of photon upconversion, a powerful technique allowing to obtain a temporal resolution that is approximately given by the pulsewidth of the laser [16] . This method is founded on sum frequency generation of the beamstrahlung with an intense, pulsed laser beam within a nonlinear crystal. A similar approach is currently used to measure fluorescence emission with sub-picosecond time resolution [25] [26] , and was also used to measure the length of beams emitting synchrotron radiation while progressing through a bending magnet [15] .
In the following, the beamstrahlung pulse will be referred to as the B pulse, while the laser pulse will be referred to as the P pulse. In our discussion we will refer to a P beam of wavelength 800 nm, typical of femtosecond Ti:Sapphire lasers, while for the beamstrahlung we will consider photons of wavelength 500 nm, or equivalently a frequency of 600 THz. Nowadays P pulses are as short as few femtoseconds, therefore much shorter than the B pulsewidth, about 20 ps based on the results of the previous section. More specifically, we will consider a P laser of pulsewidth 50 fs, average energy per pulse 10 nJ, corresponding to a 0.2 MW peak power. The measurement method we propose can be shortly described as follows. The P and B pulses are sent to overlap within a crystal endowed with marked nonlinear optical properties, such as β-Barium Borate (BBO) or Lithium Iodate. Within the crystal, there is a finite probability that a sum-frequency generation process takes place, generating new photons with energies and wavevectors given by:
When P pulses are in the near-infrared and B pulses are in the visible range, the generated S photons will be in the ultraviolet (e.g. 308 nm in our example). This is tantamount to upconverting B photons to higher frequencies within the interaction time window with the P beam. In the following, the properties referred to upconverted photons will be labelled with an S. Upconverted photons are then measured and, if the delay between the two beams is changed during the measurement, one can thus use the shorter P pulse to scan the B pulse in order to reconstruct its original time profile. Of course, the synchronization of the laser with the bunch is of fundamental importance. This has already been achieved, while maintaining the laser stable and synchronized with the bunch within a resolution better than 150 fs [27] [28].
Phase-matching conditions
Assuming collinear beams, Eq. 32 can be rewritten as:
Because of the wavelength-dependence of the refractive indexes, this, socalled, phase-matching condition cannot be trivially satisfied, strongly limiting the efficiency of the nonlinear process. However, such a problem can be overcome by exploiting the birefringence of the nonlinear crystal, allowing to propagate waves with orientation-dependent refractive indexes. Here we will assume the use of uniaxial crystals such as BBO, namely crystals with only one symmetry axis. A wave propagating in such a crystal experiences a refractive index n o (λ) (ordinary refractive index) if its polarization is perpendicular to the optical axis.
In contrast, if the polarization lies in the plane defined by the wavevector and the optical axis, the beam is called extraordinary, and the refractive index is given by:
where θ is the angle between the electric field and the optical axis and n e (λ) is called the extraordinary refractive index.
While the phase matching conditions cannot be satisfied if all waves, B, P, and S, are ordinary waves, Eq. 33 can be fulfilled by a suitable choice of the beam polarizations and of the polar angle θ, because the latter allows to continuously tune the refractive index of the extraordinary wave through Eq.
34. In fact, considering an interaction where B and P beams are ordinary waves, while S is extraordinary (O + O → E interaction), the refractive indexes of the B, P, and S waves are n o (λ B ), n o (λ P ), n(θ,λ S ), respectively. Hence, from Eqs.
34 and 33, we obtain the following expression for the phase-matching angle:
where n(θ m , λ S ) is obtained by Eq. 33 as follows:
Provided that B and P beams are polarized as ordinary waves, upconverted photons will be efficiently generated by adjusting the polar angle θ to the value θ m . The choice of θ hence establishes the wavelength λ B of the B photon that will be efficiently upconverted. In practice, upconversion will affect photons within a narrow bandwidth of frequencies centered about ν B . The bandwidth can be expressed as [16] :
where:
and
The bandwidth is shown in Figure 6 as a function the crystal length and λ B for two different nonlinear crystals. Its order of magnitude is about 1 THz for 1 mm-thick nonlinear crystals. Because the beamstrahlung radiation is very polycromatic, the limited spectral acceptance bandwidth of the nonlinear process will significantly reduce the rate of photons upconverted, and therefore it is an important parameter to take into account when estimating the efficiency of this measurement method.
In order to enhance the efficiency of the process, it is useful to focus the beams in order to increase the local intensity traversing the nonlinear crystal.
However, to have upconversion, the P and B pulses incoming on the crystal must arrive within a certain solid angle of acceptance. Because it is easier to regulate the convergence of the laser than of the B beam, the most critical condition concerns the latter. Under certain conditions, the acceptance angle for the B beam is approximately given by [29] :
The angle of acceptance is plotted in Figure 7 . To avoid a reduction of the upconversion rate, it is then important to focus the B beam within this solid angle. Given the expected 6 mm diameter of the B beam at the optical box, and assuming 1 mm-thick nonlinear crystals, we estimated that this condition can be fulfilled by focusing it with a converging lens (or mirror) with a focal length of about 2000 mm. In these conditions, the acceptance angle should not limit the overall conversion efficiency.
Group Velocity Mismatch and time resolution
Since the refractive indexes depend on the wavelength, the three pulses B, resolution [16] . The group velocity mismatch is given by [16] :
where
The group velocity is shown in Figure 8 as a function the crystal length and λ B . We clearly see that, if we want a resolution of at least 200 fs, we need to use a crystal no longer than 1 mm. Such a resolution is one hundredth of the total length of the B pulse, and therefore we can measure the B pulsewidth to 1% accuracy. It directly follows that, with such a resolution, it is possible to measure the length of the radiating beam with 1% confidence.
Efficiency of photon upconversion
We are now ready to calculate the rate of beamstrahlung photons upconverted. For the nonlinear crystal, we will consider a BBO of length 1 mm. The pulsed laser will have a wavelength of 800 nm, pulsewidth 2σ P = 50f s, average power 10 nJ, and peak power 0.2 MW. For the beamstrahlung we will consider photons of wavelength 500 nm. We remind the reader that the beamstrahlung pulsewidth (2 times the RMS) is about 2σ B = 20 ps, there are about n V IS = 10 visible photons per pulse with x polarization, and the collision frequency is f = 250 M Hz. We suppose to focalize the two pulses on an area A of diameter 400 µm on the nonlinear crystal.
The rate of upconverted photons will be given by:
where ∆ V IS = (770 − 430) T hZ = 340 T hZ and ∆ν B is the spectral bandwidth of upconversion. The collision frequency is divided by 3 because the repetition rate of a typical commercial Ti:Sapphire oscillator usually ranges around 80 MHz, which can be precisely synchronized to the third sub-harmonic of the collider (83.33 MHz), [31] , and therefore we can only measure one third of beamstrahlung pulses.
The quantum efficiency of upconversion η 0 , appearing in Eq. 43, is given by [29] [30]:
where P P is the peak power of the pulsed laser, A is the area where the P beam is focused on the crystal (assuming the B beam is focused on an area no larger than A) and d ef f the effective nonlinear coefficient of the crystal. The latter depends on the structure of the crystal and also on its orientation respect to the incoming beams. For a BBO crystal, phase-matched to upconvert 500 nm, the effective nonlinear coefficient equals 1.9 pm/V . From this value, and using the above equations, we obtain the rate of photons upconverted which is shown in figure 9 . We notice that using a 1 mm BBO crystal we should able to upconvert, and therefore measure, about 660 photons per second. This is 
Timing resolution
There are essentially three sources of uncertainty that limit our timing resolution. The first two are systematic uncertainties due to the laser jitter and the group velocity mismatch, which were discussed above to be lower than 150 fs and 200 fs, respectively. The third one arises from the statistical error on the skewness, which was calculated through a toy Monte Carlo simulation. In this simulation, a measurement is reproduced by a Gaussian histogram with σ = 10 ps, 200 bins of width 200 f s, and peak value of 10000 counts. Such a measurement would last, according to the estimation given in the preceding section, about 15 seconds per bin, and therefore 50 minutes in total. For the case of small skewness and large number of entries, it is possible to calculate the error on the skewness as
where t i and N i are the centers and the contents of the bins, respectively.
From Figure 3 , we see that the skewness has an approximately linear dependence from the relative delay, with slope 0.36 obtained through linear fitting. Therefore, we have that the error on the relative delay is δ(∆z/σ z,nom ) ≈ δs/0.36.
From the Monte Carlo simulation, we obtained δ(∆z/σ z,nom ) ≈ 0.003, which correspond to an uncertainty in the timing of approximately 50 fs. Therefore, we have that all the uncertainties, both systematic ones and coming from statistics, lie below 200 fs. Considering all the uncertainties, we expect to be able to deliver a measure of the timing within an uncertainty of 1% of the length of the radiating beam.
Ultrafast LABM optical box
The optical channel used to extract the beamstrahlung is already part of the instrumentation at SuperKEKB, therefore we only need to realize an optical box containing all the elements necessary to the upconversion technique. The Ultrafast LABM optical box will consist of a pulsed laser, a delay stage, some optical elements, and a detecting device, for example a photomultiplier. The setup is shown in figure 10 .
The P pulse is much shorter then the B pulse, and it can be given a delay with a device called delay stage, which will be remotely controlled. The P pulse, with the given delay, interferes with the B pulse within the nonlinear crystal.
Both pulses have to be focused of a small area of the crystal, in order to increase the efficiency.
Suitably chosen mirrors, able to reflect only the visible portion of B radiation, will inject it into the optical box. Similarly, UV dielectric mirrors (or a filter) will be used after the nonlinear crystal, in order to eliminate photons which do not originate from upconversion, i.e. with a frequency lower than that expected for the upconverted photons. Finally, the photons are counted with a photomultiplier. Varying the relative delay of the pulses, it is possible to reconstruct the B pulse, and therefore have a measure of the timing of the beams and their length at the interaction point. 
Conclusion
We have described a beam monitoring method that can be used to measure the timing and the length of the SuperKEKB beams at the interaction point.
We expect to be able to measure the timing and the length of the beams with 1% precision.
The length of the beams can be measured with a resolution at the very least 5 times better than streak cameras. Beside this, the novelty of the method is that it allows establishing, with high accuracy, if the beams arrive at the IP simultaneously, or to fix them if they do not. Indeed, SuperKEKB beams will collide at a high crossing angle (83 mrad), introducing a novel possible way to lose luminosity when the bunches do not reach simultaneously the IP.
It is noted that the method can be used also at synchrotron radiation sources, whenever a precise determination of the beam length is needed, by using a magnet short enough that the pulse time length is dominated by the beam length [15] .
We have developed a completely original simulation of the collision of the beams in order to obtain the radiation field as a function of the time, which is ultimately what we aim to measure with our method. We have also presented a numerical calculation of the rate of photon upconversion, to show that the we have sufficient statistics to perform the measurement.
The experimental method of measurement involves an ultrafast pulsed laser, the use of a nonlinear crystal, and the phenomenon of photon upconversion.
The technique involved has been thoroughly described along the paper, together with a description of the needed setup for a new Ultrafast LABM optical box. Basically, beamstrahlung is mixed with photons from the laser within a nonlinear crystal. A small fraction of the beamstrahlung photons in the visible range get upconverted to the ultraviolet and measured, allowing to reconstruct the beamstrahlung time profile.
We are aware that luminosity is the first concern for SuperKEKB, and that every innovative beam monitoring system could be of vital importance for the success of the project. We believe that the monitoring system described in this paper is a valid candidate to be part of the SuperKEKB beam instrumentation.
